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Abstract

Sarathy, Vivek. M.S. Egr., Department of Electrical Engineering, Wright State
University, 2007. High Spurious-Free Dynamic Range Digital Wideband Receiver for
Multiple Signal Detection and Tracking

The advent of field-programmable gate array (FPGA) has provided an excellent
platform to market prototyping of full receiver-on-chip designs in a short time. The
design of multi-tone wideband receiver has always been a challenge because of the
difficulty to detect weak signals in the presence of noise in the frequency spectrum and
also the presence of general spurs generated by the receiver. In this research, architecture
for a FPGA-based 2.56-GSPS digital wideband receiver with multi-tone signal detection
and tracking is designed to demonstrate the capability of replacing more expensive
analog components into their cheaper digital design counterparts. Novel hardware
implementations of a Hamming window function, a fast Fourier transform (FFT), and an
encoder algorithm is presented. This receiver can distinguish four-tone signals for a
bandwidth of 1.20 GHz at a 20 MHz interval, has an average of four-tone signal
spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR) of 22 dB, two-tone signal SFDR of 39 dB, and
single signal SFDR of 45.5 dB. The digital receiver can also track the input signals and
distinguish if they are continuous or a pulse wave signals.
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High Spurious-Free Dynamic Range Digital Wideband
Receiver for Multiple-Tone Signal Detection and Tracking
I. Introduction
The recent advance in high speed analog and digital technologies has allowed the
implementation of receivers capable of detecting and processing for a wide bandwidth.
The conventional wideband digital receivers have been able to detect two–tone signals
without any interference from the noises. Hence in the presence of multiple signals at the
input only two signals are detected resulting in the loss of the remaining information. In
order to overcome this drawback there has been a need for designing a wideband digital
receiver capable of detecting all the signals present within the bandwidth of interest,
while maintaining a high sampling rate. The conventional receivers are also limited only
to detecting the signal present in the spectrum and do not track and classify the type of
the wave.

The design of multi-tone wideband receiver that is capable of detecting, tracking
and classifying of the type of signal has always been a challenge because of the difficulty
in detecting weak signals in the presence of noise in the frequency spectrum. The
presence of general spurs generated by the receiver and the limitation on the hardware
resources for the implementation of the receiver along with the encoder algorithm for
tracking and classification of the signal type has also been challenging.
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1.1 Motivation
The FPGA implementation of multi-tone signal wideband digital receiver
provides number of challenges such as speed, power, limitation of the hardware resources
and the need to maintain high spurious-free dynamic range(SFDR) in order to detect
weak signals in the spectrum. This research attempts at presenting an efficient
architecture for a FPGA based wideband digital receiver which uses the hardware
resources efficiently, processes at high speed, detects and processes up to four signals
with a high four-tone signal SFDR.

The monobit wideband digital receiver [1] was able to detect and process two
signals and had a two-tone signal SFDR of 5 dB with a 1-GHz bandwidth (125 MHz 1.125 GHz). This receiver included a 2-bit ADC and used a 4-point Kernel function 256point Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The advantage of this receiver was the ability to
detect two signals unlike the previous conventional digital wideband receiver designs
which could detect only one signal. The improved monobit wideband digital receiver was
presented in [2]. It was able to detect and process two signals and had a two-tone signal
SFDR of 18 dB with a second signal false alarm of less than 1%. The improved monobit
receiver included 4 bit ADC, 12-point kernel function 256-point FFT and a super
resolution block. The super resolution block implemented a compensation technique
hence the instantaneous dynamic range of the two signals was improved. An extended
monobit digital receiver [3] was able to detect and process two signals and had a twotone signal SFDR of 24 dB with a second signal false alarm of less than 1%. This
receiver included 4-bit ADC, Kaiser window function, 12-point kernel function 256-point
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FFT and a super resolution block. The FFT is an integral part of the entire receiver
design. In the three receiver designs [1-3] the FFT is implemented based on fixed point
kernel function.

The need to determine an efficient method to calculate the kernel function instead
of the fixed point kernel function approach, the need to find an efficient window function
for the multi-signal wideband receiver in order to improve its performance and the need
for an algorithm to track and detect the type of the input wave has been the motivation for
this research.

1.2 Research Goal
The focus of this research was to implement a high SFDR multi-tone signal
digital wideband receiver with dynamic kernel function FFT, window function, detection
and tracking algorithm on FPGA. In addition to provide an efficient architecture for the
digital receiver so as to implement it within the provided hardware resources it also aims
at finding an efficient window function for multi-tone input signals and an algorithm to
detect and track the input wave in order to determine the wave type and the frequency of
the input signal has been implemented. Advantage of the dynamic kernel function FFT
over the fixed-point kernel function FFT is presented.

1.3 Research Approach
Based on the previous research [1-3], a digital wideband receiver (Fig.1)
consisted of ADC, demultiplexer, window function, FFT, super resolution block and
frequency selection logic to detect the signals. It was important to know the function of
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each of the blocks and their operation in the receiver. Hence a detailed study on the
theory of each block in the digital receiver was conducted.

Fig. 1. Functional blocks of the digital receiver .

After the concept of the digital receiver was studied, Matlab code was written and
simulated to verify the functionality. An innovative method to design the FFT block was
proposed to replace the current FFT architecture. Various window functions were tested
to find the most suitable function for multi-tone signal receiver. An algorithm was
proposed to detect and track the signal in order to report the frequency and type of input
wave. The proposed receiver architecture was implemented in Xilinx System Generator
for DSP version 8.2.02 and tested for different frequencies. The results of the receiver
were compared with the ideal receiver design built in Matlab. Next, the system generator
generated VHDL code of the proposed receiver. This generated VHDL was synthesized
and was able to meet the timing constraints of the receiver. Once the timing constraints
were met, the entire VHDL code was loaded onto a Delphi Engineering ADC3255 which
is a PCI Mezzanine Card (PMC) 10-bit ADC board with a customizable onboard Xilinx
Virtex 4 FPGA. The input signal and the clock to the ADC3255 were generated using an
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RF signal generator and the proposed receiver design was verified on the FPGA board
using Chipscope Pro 8.2i.

1.4 Documentation Organization

Chapter I introduces the motivation, the goal and the approach for this research.
Chapter II explains the background and the theory of sub-components that were required
to design a receiver. Chapter III presents the proposed architecture of the receiver and its
comparison with the previous design architecture. Chapter IV presents the receiver test
results and the performance comparison with previous receiver designs. Chapter V is the
conclusion and the future work.
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II. LITERATURE SEARCH
The wideband digital receiver consists of a number of sub-components. This
chapter provides a background on the theory of each sub-component that is needed in
design of a digital receiver.

2.1 Receiver
The receiver is a device which receives the signals transmitted from a signal source
and decodes it so that the information can be used for further processing. Based on the
operational bandwidths, it can be broadly classified into wideband application receivers
and narrowband communication receivers. As the name suggests the wideband
application receivers have a high bandwidth of 1 GHz or larger [4]. The narrowband
communication receivers have a bandwidth of around 300-3400 Hz [4]. Based on the
architecture, the wideband application receivers can be classified into analog and digital
receivers respectively.

RECEIVER

Analog receivers

Wideband
applications receivers

Narrowband
communication receivers

Fig. 2.1 Basic classifications of receiver .
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Digital receivers

2.1.1 Wideband application receivers:
.

The wideband application receivers have a high bandwidth, resulting in the

detection of wide range of frequencies without fine tuning the receiver. Generally they
operate at a very high sampling rate hence making sure that no signal information is
missed and multiple signals are detected and tracked in parallel during the functioning of
the receiver. In general wideband receiver applications the characteristics of the input
signals are unknown and the receiver need to detect the signal type, frequency, phase
angle and the pulse-width. The design of multi-tone wideband receiver has always been
a challenge because of the difficulty in detecting weak signals in the presence of noise in
the frequency spectrum and also the presence of general spurs generated by noisy sources
of the receiver.

2.1.2 Narrowband communication receivers:
This type of receiver has a small operational bandwidth. Communication systems
such as television, radio channels and wireless systems use these receivers extensively.
Since they operate for a small bandwidth multiple signals whose frequencies are very
close to each other can be detected. One of the major disadvantages is that a wide range
of signal frequencies cannot be detected as they are restricted to a small range. Generally
narrowband receivers are designed for a particular type of signal, most of the narrowband
receivers have continuous wave as the input signal. Since the type of input signals are
well known before the receivers are designed, their architectures are designed
accordingly. Hence if an unknown signal type is given as an input, the receiver
performance is not optimal. The basic operation of a narrowband communication receiver
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is to recover the information transmitted from a specific signal type. In wideband
application receiver the basic operation is to detect the signal, find the signal type and its
characteristics.

2.1.3 The analog wideband application receivers:
Before in advancement to the field of digital technologies the design of wideband
receivers were based on analog components. The conventional receivers [4] consisted of
an antenna, RF converter, RF section and parameter encoder as shown in Fig. 2.2

Fig. 2.2 Conventional analog wideband recevier .

The input RF signals are received using the antenna. The received RF signals have
very high frequencies, ranging from 2 GHz – 100GHz. Hence, in order to lower the high
frequency signals to a lower frequency, an RF converter is used which basically down
converts it to an Intermediate Frequency (IF) signal. This down converted signal is
passed to an RF section which converts the IF signals to video or DC signal. This forces
the receiver to process only one frequency at a given time. After the RF section it is
passes on to a parameter encoder which then provides the type , pulse width, amplitude,
RF frequency and phase angle of the signal. The optimal designing of the parameter
encoder is very challenging, resulting in deficiencies in the output of the analog receiver.
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2.1.4 The digital wideband application receivers:
The advent of high speed ADC and the advances the field of digital technologies
has led to the implementation of digital wideband application receivers. The basic block
diagram of a digital wideband application receiver [2] is shown is Fig. 2.3.

Fig. 2.3 Conventional digital wideband recevier .

The input RF signals are received through the antenna. This received signal is
passed to an ADC which converts the analog signal to digitized samples. These digitized
samples are passed on to a spectrum estimator which determines the frequency of the
input signals. Based on the frequency of the input signal the parameter encoder block
provides the type of signal, pulse width, amplitude and phase angle.
According to Nyquist sampling criterion, the sampling frequency must be greater
than or equal to twice the input frequency. Hence, the bandwidth of the digital receiver is
directly proportional to the sampling frequency of the ADC. . Therefore, the higher
sampling speed the ADC has the wider bandwidth the receiver has. The design of
spectrum estimator and the parameter encoder block is simpler and more efficient than
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the corresponding implementation in analog design. Thereby making the digital
wideband receivers more attractive than its analog counterparts.

2.2 Components of a digital wideband receiver
From Fig.2.3 we know that the digital wideband application receivers consist of
ADC, spectrum estimator and parameter encoder block. The spectrum estimator consists
of demultiplexer, window function, FFT and frequency selection logic. A brief
description on each of the components of the receiver is explained.

2.2.1 ADC:
An ADC is used for converting the analog signal to digital samples as shown in
Figures 2.4a-2.4b.

Fig. 2.4a Analog input signal .

Fig. 2.4b Digitized output samples of ADC .
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Fig 2.4b shows the digitized samples of the analog input signal shown in Fig 2.4a.
The rate at which it converts is determined by the sampling frequency of the ADC, given
by F s . This digital output from the ADC is given as the input to the spectrum estimator
block for determining the frequency of the analog signal.

2.2.2 Demultiplexer:
The demultiplexer is a device which receives an input for every time interval of T
s

and provides N outputs for every N*T s . The main function of the demultiplexer in a

receiver is to collect a set of data and provide it at once as an input to the preceding
block.

2.2.3 Window Function:
The spectral leakage in the FFT spectrum can be minimized using the window
function [5] thereby increasing the resolution of the spectrum in the frequency domain.
The window function can be defined as a non-zero co-efficient represented by ω for a
given interval. The value of the co-efficient outside the interval becomes zero. Hence
when an input signal is multiplied with ω it remains non –zero for the given interval and
zero for the remaining range. Different types of window functions are available each
having their own advantages and disadvantages. The widest window in the time domain
has the narrowest main lobes in the frequency domain. A brief introduction on few of the
different types of window function is explained as follows:

11

2.2.3a. Rectangular Window:
The rectangular (no window) window function is given by Eq. (2.1).

ω ( n) = 1

0 ≤ n ≤ N-1

(2.1)

This window can be used where the transient’s duration is shorter than the length
of the window and in applications where two signals whose frequencies are very close to
each other and both the signals have equal amplitude. Fig. 2.5 shows the time domain
plot for a rectangular window.

Fig. 2.5 Time domain plot for a rectangular window.

2.2.3b Exponential window:
The Exponential Window function is given by Eq. (2.2).

ω (n) = e

^ (n ln (f)/N-1)

0 ≤ n ≤ N-1 (2.2)

This window can be used where the transient’s duration is longer than the length
of the window. Fig. 2.6 shows the time domain plot for an exponential window.

Fig. 2.6 Time domain plot for an exponential window
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2.2.3c Hanning Window:
The Hanning window function is given by the by Eq. (2.3).

ω (n) = 0.5(1 − cos(2πn / N − 1)) 0 ≤ n ≤ N-1

(2.3)

This window function can be used for general purpose applications, in
applications where the transient’s duration is longer than the length of the window, for
spectral analysis, when the input signal is a sine wave or a combination of sine waves and
for narrowband random signals. Fig. 2.7 shows the time domain plot for a Hanning
window.

Fig. 2.7 Time domain plot for a hanning window

2.2.3d Hamming Window:
The Hamming window function is given by the Eq (2.4).

ω (n) = 0.53836 − 0.46164 cos(2πn / N − 1)) 0 ≤ n ≤ N-1 (2.4)
This window function can be used when the input signals are closely spaced sine waves
and also when the type of input signals is unknown. Fig. 2.8 shows the time domain plot
for a Hamming window.
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Fig. 2.8 Time domain plot for a hamming window

2.2.3e Kaiser Window:
The Kaiser window function is given by the Eq (2.5).

ω (n) = Io(α ( 1 − ((2n / N − 1) − 1)^ 2) / Io(α )

(2.5)

0 ≤ n ≤ N-1, α is the Kaiser co-efficient.
This window function can be used for two tone input signals that are closely
spaced sine waves with widely different amplitudes. Fig. 2.9 shows the time domain plot
for a Kaiser window.

Fig. 2.9 Time domain plot for a kaiser window

2.2.3f. Flat Top Window:
The Flat top window function is given by the Eq (2.6).
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ω(n) = a0 − a1cos(2πn / N −1) + a2 cos(4πn / N −1) − a3 cos(6πn / N −1) + a4 cos(8πn / N −1)(2.6)
0 ≤ n ≤ N-1, a0=1, a1=1.93 a2=1.29, a3=0.388, a4=0.032.
This window function can be used for single tone input signal and for accurate
amplitude measurement of the signal. Fig. 2.10 shows the time domain plot for a Flat top
window.

Fig. 2.10 Time domain plot for a flat top window

2.2.4. Frequency selection:
The frequency selection block is basically a sorting block which sorts the N
outputs from the FFT and finds the highest value. Various sorting algorithms [5] have
been proposed before. A brief description on few of the sorting algorithms is explained as
follows:

2.2.4a Bubble Sort:
This sorting works in a linear method. It compares two elements at a time and
swaps them to arrange in an ascending order. It is a basic sorting algorithm which takes a
lot of time to complete the sorting process.

2.2.4b Selection Sort:
In this method, the minimum value is found and is taken to the first position on
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the list. This procedure is repeated but this time starting at the second position.

2.2.4c Insertion Sort:
In this algorithm, the sorted array or list is build one at a time. This sorting
method is not very efficient for a long list that needs to be sorted.

2.2.4d Binary Tree Sort:
In the Binary Tree sorting algorithm alternate elements are compared with each
other i.e. if we have a list of 4 elements named a,b,c,d, then a and b are compared and the
maximum value is found, let it be denoted as e. Similarly c and d are compared and the
maximum value is found to be f. Now e and f are compared and the highest value is
found to be g, which is the highest value in the list. The Fig. 2.11 shows a binary sort.
A
E
B

G

C

F

D

Fig. 2.11 Binary tree sorting algorithm
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2.2.4e Merge Sort:
The Merge sort is similar to binary tree sorting algorithm. In this method the
entire list is divided into two halves. Each of the sub-lists is further divided recursively
till we obtain only one element. Once the sorting is done the two sub-lists are merged
together. The Fig. 2.12 explains the merge sort.

Fig. 2.12 Merge sorting algorithm [7]

2.2.5 FFT:

The mathematical computation of signals in fields such as engineering, physics,
applied mathematics, and chemistry make use of Fourier transforms. Computation of
signals in time domain takes more time and hardware than computation of the same
signal in frequency domain. For a discrete signal, the conversion of a time domain signal
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to frequency domain can be done using Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) given by the
Eq. (2.7)

(2.7)

Hence the summation of the computed frequency domain data sequence X (k) for
the corresponding time domain sequence x (n), with x(n) being a complex value provides
the DFT of the signal. From the Eq. (2.7) we can observe that for each value of k, the
computation of X (k) requires N complex multiplications and N-1 complex additions.
Therefore for calculating the entire sequence which includes all the values of N we
require N

2

complex multiplications and N

2

-N complex additions. Hence this

computation when implemented in hardware utilizes a large amount of hardware
resources. In order to overcome this problem [7] proposed a new algorithm known as
FFT algorithm. The FFT algorithm is a technique of calculating DFT. The result of the
FFT is the same as the DFT operation. This algorithm is based on the symmetry and the
periodic property Eq. (2.8) and (2.9) of DFT.

(2.8)

(2.9)

Various types of algorithms have been proposed in the past for the effective
computation of FFT. A brief introduction on few of the different types of FFT algorithms
is given as follows:
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2.2.5a Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm [9]:

This algorithm is commonly called as radix-2, radix-4 or the mixed radix
algorithm, each having different computation logic but follows the same approach. It
utilizes the divide and conquer approach i.e. it breaks the DFT equations into two smaller
sizes until it cannot be further divided. Since it utilizes the division by two procedure, this
algorithm is limited to the power of two sizes. It is the most commonly used FFT
algorithm.

2.2.5b Bluestein’s FFT algorithm [10]:
This algorithm computes the DFT by expressing it as a convolution function. The
advantage of this algorithm is that it can compute for any number of sizes and is not
restricted to the powers of two. The disadvantage is that the time taken for computation is
much higher than the Cooley-Tukey FFT.

2.2.5c Good-Thomas algorithm [11]:
This algorithm expresses the DFT as a two dimensional N1 by N2 DFT if the size
of the DFT is N=N1N2 provided both N1 and N2 are relatively prime. This procedure
can be until the entire DFT of the signal is computed. This algorithm is similar to the
mixed radix Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm.

2.2.5d Rader’s algorithm [12]:
This algorithm computes the DFT by expressing the DFT as a cyclic convolution
.It is similar to the Bluestein’s FFT algorithm. It is depends on the periodicity of the DFT
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kernel and hence can be used in any algorithm which uses the cyclic convolution of
computation.

2.3 Types of Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm.
.
The Cooley –Tukey FFT algorithm is the most commonly used FFT algorithm
because of its simplicity and is easier to implement in hardware than most of the other
FFT algorithms. A brief study of the different types of Cooley –Tukey FFT algorithm is
explained. As explained before it consists of the radix-2, radix-4 and the mixed radix
algorithm.

2.3.1 Radix-2 FFT algorithms [13]:
The FFT algorithms can be divided into two types, the first is the decimation in
time and the other is decimation in frequency. In the first type the input time sequences
follows the divide and conquer approach. In the later the frequency samples follows the
divide and conquer approach.

2.3.1a Radix-2 FFT Decimation–in–time:
Consider the Eq. (2.7) by following the divide and conquer approach we can
divide it into an even and odd numbered sequence as shown in Eq. (2.10)
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(2.10)
This division of even and odd pairs needs to be continued till the entire DFT is reduced to
a 2 point DFT. The Equations (2.8) and (2.9) gives the symmetric and periodic properties
of DFT using this property we can derive the Eq. (2.11)

(2.11)

Where X 1 (k) gives the DFT of x 1 (n) and X 2 (k) gives the DFT of x 2 (n).The
computation of Eq. (2.11) can be performed as shown in Fig. (2.13). this type of
computation is known as butterfly computation since the Fig. (2.13) is similar to a
butterfly. From the butterfly computation it is clear that only one multiplication, addition
and subtraction is required for computing DFT for 2 values as compared to N
multiplications required for a computation of one DFT.

Fig. 2.13 Butterfly computation of radix-2 decimation in time [14]
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2

Fig. (2.14) shows the FFT flow which computes an N=8 FFT when the above procedure
is followed.

Fig. 2.14 radix-2 decimation in time FFT N=8 [14]

kn

The kernel points W

N

are complex roots of unity. An 8 point FFT has 3 stages as

shown in Fig. (2.14) the kernel points for each of the stage is shown in Fig. (2.15)
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Fig.2.15 Kernel points for radix-2 decimation in time FFT

Based on the symmetric property of DFT the kernel points lying in the lower half
of the unit circle is not considered or if the kernel points at the lower part of the unit
circle is considered then the points in the upper half is not considered. Hence of 8 point
radix -2 decimation in time FFT can be computed.

2.3.1b Radix-2 FFT Decimation–in–frequency:
The decimation-in-frequency FFT is similar to the decimation–in-time FFT.
Consider the Eq. (2.7) based on that we can obtain Eq. (2.12) as shown below.

Eq. (2.12)
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The first decomposition is of an N-point DFT to two N/2 –point DFT. This
decomposition is continued till the final stage has a 2-point DFT. Fig. (2.16) shows a
basic butterfly computation in decimation–in-frequency.

Fig. 2.16 Butterfly computation of radix-2 decimation in frequency [14]

The decimation-in-frequency for N= 8 is shown in Fig. (2.17). It is clear that the
decomposition is from the left to right, opposite to that of the decimation-in-time. The
inputs are connected in the same order as they are received, whereas the output is
received in a bit reversed order.

Fig. 2.17 radix-2 decimation in frequency FFT N=8 [14]
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2.3.2 Radix-4 FFT algorithms:
The Radix-4 FFT algorithms can be implemented when the data points is a power
of 4.This architecture is more efficient for computing data points of power of 4 than the
radix-2 algorithms. The radix-4 algorithms are also divided in decimation-in-time and
decimation in frequency.

2.3.2a Radix-4 FFT Decimation–in–time:
Consider the Eq. (2.7) the N-point input sequence can be split into 4 sequences.
As shown in the Eq. (2.13)

(2.13)

Once the 4 sequences are computed they can be combined together to obtain the Npoint DFT. This combination in decimation in time can be shown as a matrix form given
in Fig. (2.18)

Fig. 2.18 radix-4 matrix computation [14]
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From Fig. (2.18) we can obtain the basic butterfly computation for a radix-4 FFT
Fig. (2.19).

Fig. 2.19 radix-4 butterfly computation [14]

From the butterfly computation it is clear that we require 3 multiplications and 8
additions to complete the operation. 16 point radix 4 decimation-in-time is shown in Fig.
(2.20).

Fig. 2.20 radix-4 decimation in time FFT N=16 [14]
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From the Fig. (2.20) it is clear that the decomposition is from the right to left, the
input is connected in the bit reversed order, whereas the output is received in a correct
order

2.3.2b Radix-4 FFT Decimation-in-frequency:
In the decimation-in-frequency the decomposition is from the left to right,
opposite to that of the decimation-in-time. The inputs are connected in the same order as
they are received, whereas the output is received in a bit reversed order. 16-point radix-4
decimation in frequency is shown in Fig. (2.21).

Fig. 2.21 radix-4 decimation in frequency FFT N=16 [14]
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2.3.3 Mixed radix FFT [13]:

This FFT algorithm can compute for any size of input and is not limited to powers of
two or four. It is a combination of the radix-2 and radix-4 logic. It operates at the same
speed as the radix-2 algorithm if the input is of power of 2 and is slightly slower for other
cases, the slowest being for input whose value is a large prime number.
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III. DESIGN METHODOLOGY

The design of multi-tone wideband receiver has always been a challenge because
of difficulty in detecting weak signals and the unknown nature of the input signals. This
chapter presents an architecture for an FPGA based digital wideband receiver which can
detect and process up to four weak signals, track input signals and distinguish if they are
continuous or pulse waves.

The advent of FPGA provided a good platform for fast, time to market prototyping
of full receiver-on-chip designs. Various researches [1-3] have been performed in the
designing of wideband digital receiver but predominately focusing on application specific
integrated circuits (ASIC) design. The time and efforts taken to complete the ASIC
design and test flow has always been a challenge in comparison with its implementation
on FPGA.

As discussed in the previous chapter, the digital wideband receiver consists of
ADC, demultiplexer, window function, FFT and frequency selection blocks. In this
chapter we’ll discuss pervious digital receiver design methodologies followed with the
proposed design of each sub-components and the receiver design. A detailed overview of
the proposed architecture is provided.
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3.1 Global data flow
The architecture of a digital wideband receiver as proposed in [3] is shown in
Fig.3.1.

Fig. 3.1 The architecture of a digital wideband receiver [3]

From the Fig.3.1 it is clear that in addition to the basic required components of a
digital receiver, a new component known as super resolution block was proposed, which
could take care of detecting the weak signals in the spectrum. The main drawback of this
design was that it required additional hardware resources. To overcome this drawback
and to improve the signal detection resolution in detecting weak signals, a new
architecture as shown in Fig.3.2 has been proposed.

Fig. 3.2 The proposed architecture of a multiple input signal digital wideband receiver
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This architecture, in addition to detecting more than 2 weak signals, can also
classify the type of input signals and provide the real and imaginary values of the signals
detected for post calculation of the phase angle of the input signals.
The data flow can be divided in to different subsystems: 1) 10-bit ADC, 2)
Hamming window function, 3) 128–point dynamic kernel function FFT, 4) frequency
detection block, 5) encoder block, and 6) pre- phase detection block. A Delphi
Engineering ADC3255 which is a PMC 10-bit ADC board with a customizable onboard
Xilinx Virtex 4 FPGA was used for the implementation of the digital receiver.

3.2 10-bit ADC
The Delphi Engineering ADC 3255 has a built-in 10-bit ADC. For our application
the ADC gives 8 demultiplexed samples of digitized data for every 320 MHz for a
sampling frequency of 2.56 GHz. The receiver extracts the most significant 8 bits from
the sampled 10-bit input.

Fig. 3.3 The top level schematic of Delphi ADC3255
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The Fig.3.3 shows a top level schematic of Delphi ADC3255 which includes the
10-bit ADC.

3.3 Demultiplexer
From the Fig.3.3 it is clear that the ADC samples 8 outputs at a time. The 8
outputs are passed on to the demultiplexer for collecting 128 samples for every 50 ns.
The conventional method of implementing such a logic in to use eight 1-to-16
demultiplexers.

Since the ADC samples 8 outputs for every 320 MHz, such an implementation
cannot meet the timing constraints. Hence, in order to meet the timing constraints, the 1to-16 demultiplexer has to be divided into 2 stages. The first stage is a 1-to-4
demultiplexer followed by four 1-to-4 demultiplexer in the second stage.

Hence, the position of the data samples from the ADC changes accordingly at the
output of demultiplexer. Care must be taken while connecting the output of demultiplexer
to the preceding block.

3.4 Window Function
The importance of window function in a digital receiver is explained in the
previous chapter. Various window functions were tested and the Hamming Window was
found to be the most efficient for multiple-signal detection. The design implementation of
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the Hamming Window is explained as follows:
3.4.1. Previous work on design implementation of window function.
In [3] Kaiser window was considered to be an efficient window function for a
two-tone input signal and the optimal Kaiser co-efficient was calculated. The
conventional method to implement the window function is to multiply the input values
with the window function co-efficient. The multiplier utilizes a lot of hardware resources.
In order to eliminate this, a look-up-table (LUT) method for implementing the window
function was proposed in [3].

The LUT is used to store the pre-calculated product of the input signal and the
Kaiser window coefficient. Based on the input to the LUT, the corresponding product is
given as the output, thereby performing the window function. This approach of
implementing the window function is efficient as it does not require the multipliers and
thereby saves hardware resources. The LUTs were faster and smaller in size compared to
the multipliers but still utilized much hardware resources. In order to solve this issue a
new architecture is presented and implemented.

3.4.2. Proposed design implementation of window function.
For multiple signal input the Hamming window function is found to be the most
efficient window. Hence, the Kaiser window was replaced by the Hamming widow. The
Hamming window co-efficient used in this design is given by the Eq.2.4

In the proposed design for the Hamming window, the LUT was replaced with
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shift and add logic. For an efficient implementation, all calculated values of window coefficient ω are proportionally expanded to an optimum size and rounded to the nearest
integer. This rounded integer can be multiplied with the incoming data from the
demultiplexer using the shift and add logic thereby replacing the multiplier and LUT.
Fig.3.4. shows an idea time domain plot of Hamming window.

Fig. 3.4. The idea time domain plot of Hamming window

Fig. 3.5. The proposed time domain plot of Hamming window

Fig.3.5 shows the proposed proportional expansion of the window function and
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rounding it to the nearest integer. This proportional expansion compensates the bit
truncation that occurs at the output of window function block, thereby reducing the error
due to truncation. From the hardware resource point of view this logic utilizes only
shifting operation and addition logic, hence replacing the multipliers and LUT as
proposed in the previous designs.

3.5 FFT Kernel function approach
A time domain signal is transformed into frequency samples of length N using
discrete Fourier transform as explained in chapter II. Section 2.31 explains the method
for implementing a radix-2 FFT. It is clear from the Eq.2.7 that the value of kernel
kn

functions W

N

for all values of N is ≤

1 .The implementation of an operation

involving floating point integers utilizes a large amount of hardware resources. Hence, in
order to overcome this problem, the expansion of unit circle method as proposed in [15]
could be implemented.
In the digital wideband receivers [1-3], the FFT implementation used fixed point
kernel function FFT. The fixed point kernel function converts the ideal floating point
kernel functions into integer. An overview on the fixed point kernel function design is
given as follows:
3.5.1 Fixed point kernel function approximation:
For an 8-point FFT, the ideal DFT kernel function is shown in Fig.3.6
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Fig. 3.6.The ideal DFT kernel function

Based on [15], the above floating point values were converted to a fixed point
integer by using the unit circle expansion method. In the unit circle expansion method the
unit circle that represents the kernel function is expanded to an integer of power of two.
For example, the unit circle represented in Fig.3.6 is expanded to 2 as shown in Fig.3.7

Fig. 3.7.The DFT kernel function after unit circle expansion

Once the unit circle is expanded, the fixed integer points in the expanded circle
are marked and are considered as the fixed kernel points. A total of 12 fixed integer
points can be represented if the unit circle is expanded to 2 as shown in Fig.3.8.
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Fig. 3.8.The12 fixed integer DFT kernel function after unit circle expansion

Hence, if 256 kernel points are present in the ideal FFT, then each of the 256
points can be represented only by any of the 12-fixed kernel points. The kernel functions
for all the butterfly stages in the FFT needs to be represented by these 12-fixed kernel
points. The kernel functions in Fig.3.7 is rounded to the nearest fixed kernel points as
found in Fig. 3.8.

Fig. 3.9.The fixed point DFT kernel function for N=8

Hence the fixed kernel points for a 8 point FFT is shown in Fig3.9. This method
of Kernel expansion in comparison with ideal kernel point has a rounding error of 25%, if
the unit circle is expanded to two.
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3.5.2. Dynamic Kernel function approximation:
Other method of Kernel function approximation is the dynamic Kernel function.
Consider a 8 point FFT, the ideal Kernel functions are given in Fig .3.6. We know that
the Kernel functions need to be converted to fixed point integers. This can be achieved by
expanding the unit circle similar to the procedure followed in fixed point Kernel function.

The difference in dynamic Kernel function is that instead of marking the fixed
point values in the expanded circle as in fixed point Kernel function, the proportionally
expanded Kernel points is rounded to the closest integer value. The Kernel functions for
all the butterfly stages in the FFT are not restricted to one particular unit circle expansion
size as in fixed point Kernel function. Hence, each stage of the FFT can have different
unit circle expansions thereby reducing the rounding error and the error caused due to bit
truncation.
For example, the Dynamic Kernel function unit circle expansion for 3 Stages
of 8-point FFT is given in the table.3.1 below:
Table. 3.1. Dynamic Kernel Function Unit Circle Expansion for 3 Stages
of 8-point FFT

The Dynamic Kernel function of stage 3 is obtained as shown in Fig.3.10
Similarly the Kernel function for the remaining stages can be obtained based on the unit
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circle expansion.

Fig. 3.10.The Dynamic point DFT kernel function for N=8

This method of Kernel expansion in comparison with ideal Kernel point has a
rounding error of 12.5 %. It is clear that the rounding error in the Dynamic kernel
function is much less than the fixed point kernel function. Our simulation shows the
Dynamic Kernel function FFT achieves high SFDR.

3.6 Optimal Decimation –in-frequency FFT architecture.
The procedure for performing decimation-in-frequency FFT is explained in chapter
II. Based on the procedure explained, let us consider a 4-point decimation-in-frequency
FFT as shown in Fig.3.11

Fig. 3.11.The 4-point decimation-in-frequency FFT
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From Fig.3.11. it is clear that in the 1st stage FFT the same butterfly architecture is
implemented twice. For effective hardware implementation, the butterfly can be
implemented once instead of twice as before and can be reused for computation, thereby
reducing the hardware resources used for FFT computation. This proposed architecture is
shown in Fig.3.12.

Fig. 3.12. The 4-point decimation-in-frequency FFT using folding technique

Hence, on comparing Fig.3.11 and Fig.3.12, it is clear that the butterfly is
implemented once and is reused for computation. This folding technique can be extended
for N-point FFT, making the architecture efficient by utilizing much less hardware. This
results in a significant reduction of number slices for a 128 point FFT occupied in FPGA,
from 75% to 43% out of 24,576 slices available, thereby reducing the total hardware
resources used by almost 45%.
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3.7 Single butterfly architecture for Decimation –in-frequency FFT

An efficient butterfly architecture for decimation-in-frequency FFT is shown in
Fig 3.13 [16]. This architecture requires 4 multipliers and 6 adder/subtraction logic.

Fig. 3.13. An efficient butterfly architecture for decimation-in-frequency FFT

The hardware implementation of the butterfly would require much hardware
resources since it has 4 multipliers and also makes the design less efficient for high-speed
calculation. In order to overcome this, the multipliers were replaced with shifter and
adder logic. The new proposed architecture is shown in Fig.3.14.
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Shift and Add Logic
Fig. 3.14. An proposed butterfly architecture for decimation-in-frequency FFT

This proposed architecture for the butterfly calculation would make the entire
FFT design more efficient, since the requirement of multipliers is no longer needed,
thereby making it suitable for high-speed circuit integration.

3.8 128–Point Dynamic Kernel Function FFT
Based on the Dynamic Kernel function, the optimal decimation-in-frequency
architecture and the single butterfly architecture explained in the previous sections, a
128-point Dynamic Kernel function is designed. The Hamming window function samples
output data for every 50ns .Hence, the entire FFT operation needs to be completed by
50ns. An optimal unit circle expansion considered for each stage in the is shown in Table.
3.2.
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Table.3.2 The optimal unit circle expansion considered for each stage in the FFT

The FFT samples input signals for every 50 ns. In order to complete the
entire operation in 50ns and to reduce the usage of hardware resources, the
folding technique as explained in the section 3.6 is implemented. Due to the
folding technique, the FFT stages operate at different operating frequencies.
These frequencies are also shown in Fig.3.15.
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Fig. 3.15 The folding 128-point dynamic kernel function FFT

The number of input bits for each stage affects the performance of the FFT. Based
on the unit circle expansion given in table.3.2, the number of bits that need to be
truncated were determined. The 128 point dynamic kernel function was designed based
on the bit truncation given in the table.3.3

Table.3.3 The optimal input bit size of each stage of the 128-point FFT.
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Based on the tables and the folding technique, the 128-point dynamic kernel
function FFT was implemented. The FFT achieves a high single tone SFDR of 45.5 dB.

Fig. 3.16. . Frequency Spectrum of 128 Point Dynamic Kernel function FFT with input signal frequency of
780 MHz

Example of input signal frequency of 780 MHz is shown in Fig.3.16. The
performance of high SFDR makes multi-tone signal detection feasible, especially when
weak signals are in the presence of a strong signal.

3.9 Frequency detection approach
3.9.1. Signal Detection algorithm:

In the digital receiver design, the output of the FFT is connected to a frequency
detection block to find frequencies in order to determine the pulse widths, arrival times of
the input signals from the frequency spectrum. The detection block is implemented using
the proposed multi-tone signal detection algorithm. This algorithm is divided into two
functional blocks as shown in Fig.3.17.
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Fig. 3.17. Multi–Tone Signal Detection algorithm functional blocks

The first block is to find the local peak signals in the frequency spectrum. The
next one is to find if the amplitudes of local peak signals are above the predefined
threshold value, in order to confirm that the local peak signals detected are not false
alarms. In the first block, each frequency bin amplitude is compared with its two
neighboring frequency bin amplitudes.

If its amplitude is higher than the two neighboring frequency bin amplitudes then
it is considered as a local peak signal. The flow chart for the signal detection algorithm is
shown in Fig.3.18.
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.
Fig. 3.18.

Multiple –Signal Peak Detection Algorithm

Once the local peaks are determined, the second block determines if the local
peak is above the pre-defined threshold value set by the user. If the local peak is
above the threshold value then it is confirmed as a signal. The frequency bin and
the corresponding frequency are reported. . The flow chart for the peak detection
algorithm is shown in Fig.3.19
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Fig. 3.19.

Multiple –Signal Frequency Detection Algorithm

3.10 Frequency detection block
Based on the Multi–Tone Signal Detection algorithm, the FFT has 128 outputs.
From this FFT spectrum, only the first 64 outputs are needed to find the frequencies of
inputs signals as the remaining 64 outputs are complex conjugates of the first 64 outputs.
The frequency detection block detects a maximum of 4 signals for every 50 ns since the
FFT block samples output for every 50ns.

If there are more than 4 signals, the highest 4 peak signals are detected and
tracked. The highest 4 peak signals are detected by sorting all the 64 values of the
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spectrum. In order to meet the timing requirement (50ns), the 64 outputs are divided into
two blocks; 32 points each and the highest 4 peak signals are found in each of the 32
outputs in parallel. The set of 4 peak signals from each block are fed to a sorting block to
find the highest 4 peak signals among all. The implementation of the frequency selection
block logic is shown in the Fig.3.20.

Fig. 3.20 Fucntion block for the frequency sorting Block

3.11 Signal tracking concept
Once the signals are detected using the frequency selection block we need to track
the signals for a given length of time and report the type of the input signals. In general,
two types of input signals are considered: 1) continuous wave (CW) signal (Fig. 3.21)
and 2) pulse wave (PW) signal (Fig.3.22).
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Fig. 3.21 Continious Wave

Fig. 3.22 Pulse Wave

It is clear from the Figs.3.21 and 3.22 that for a given length of time, the
frequency detected for the CW signal will remain the same for the entire duration. The
frequency detected for the PW signal will change when the pulse changes from a high to
low thereby it is confirming that the signal is a PW signal. Based on this concept of CW
and PW signals, the encoder block can be designed in order to determine the pulse
widths, arrival times of the input signals from the frequency spectrum.

3.12 Encoder Block
The main function of the encoder block is to distinguish the detected signals as
continuous or pulse waves as explained in the previous section. It is clear that if the same
signal is detected for the time specified as per the applications requirement, then it is
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termed as a continuous wave else as a pulse wave, since the pulse signal cannot last
continuously for 40 μs. The architecture for the encoder block for one of the 4 detected
signals is shown in Fig. 3.23

Fig. 3.23 The architecture for the encoder block

The output of the frequency detection block is connected to the input of the
encoder architecture. The encoder block samples the input signal for every 50 ns. The
sampled input signal is compared with the previous sampled input signal which is stored
in the register A. If they both are equal then the counter A is increased by 1, else the
counter A is reset. If the value of counter A is equal to 800 (800 samples of 50 ns is equal
to 40 μs), then the register B is enabled. The output of register B is compared with the
input signal. If they both remain equal then it is confirmed to be a continuous wave and
CW_flag goes high. The output of the accumulator block, ACM, gives the duration of the
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continuous signal. The tracking algorithm can track the continuous signal for up to 16.3
ms. If counter A resets before it reaches 800, then the wave is considered as a pulse wave.
On confirmation the PW_flag asserts high, confirming it to be a pulse wave and register
C gives the pulse-width of the signal. Also to note is that the PW signals are assumed to
have at least a minimum pulse width of 100 ns.
Hence the encoder block can detect if the signal is a CW or PW. If the detected
signal is a CW signal, then the frequency of the CW signal is reported for up to 16.3 ms.
If the signal is a PW signal then the pulse width of signal is reported.

3.13 Pre-Phase Detection Block
The phase of signal is given by Eq.3.1

φ = tan −1 (Q / I )

(3.1)

Based on the output of the frequency selection block, the corresponding real and
imaginary values of the signal detected needs to be found in order to find the Q and I of
the signal detected.
Since the FFT has a folded architecture, all the 128 real and imaginary values are
collected using demultiplexer and based on the frequencies detected the corresponding
real and imaginary values of detected signals are given for their phase angles calculation.
The architecture of the Pre-Phase Detection block is shown in Fig.3.24
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Fig. 3.24 The architecture of the Pre-Phase Detection block

Once the real and imaginary values of the signal detected are obtained, the phase
of the signal can be calculated using the equation in the post receiver processing
operation.
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IV. DESIGN SYNTHESIS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This chapter provides the design synthesis and experimental results of digital
wideband receiver, thereby giving an overview on the receiver’s performance.

Based on the research approach as explained in chapter I, a Matlab simulink
model of the receiver is designed. A Matlab code is written to confirm the functionality
of the FFT and the frequency selection algorithm. The proposed receiver architecture is
implemented in Xilinx System Generator for DSP version 8.2.02 and tested for different
frequencies. The VHDL code for the proposed receiver is generated by the system
generator. This generated VHDL is synthesized using Xilinx ISE 8.2i . The entire VHDL
code is loaded onto a Delphi Engineering ADC3255 which is a PMC, 10-bit ADC board
with a customizable onboard Xilinx Virtex 4 FPGA Two RF signal generators generate
the input signal and the clock to the ADC3255 board, respectively.

The proposed

receiver design is verified on the FPGA board using Chipscope Pro 8.2i.

4.1 Matlab simulink model
A matlab simulink model of the receiver is designed using the simulink block
sets available in the matlab simulink tool. A model similar to the receiver proposed in [2]
is designed and tested for different frequencies. Fig.4.1 shows the simulink model of the
receiver.
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Fig. 4. 1 simulink model of a digital wideband receiver[2]

Two frequencies 340 MHz and 660 MHz are given as the input signals to the receiver
model. Fig 4.2 shows the result of the receiver designed.

Fig. 4. 2 Frequency spectrum of a digital wideband receiver[2]
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From the Fig.4.2 it is clear that the two input frequencies are detected and the complex
conjugate of the spectrum is also shown in the plot. Hence the verification of the receiver
model using simulink was performed.

4.2 Matlab Code
To understand the function of the FFT and test the proposed dynamic kernel
function FFT a Matlab code of 256- point dynamic kernel function FFT along with the
peak detection algorithm is written and tested. The unit circle expansion for each stage of
the 256-point FFT is shown in table 4.1

Table.4.1 The optimal unit circle expansion considered for each stage in the FFT

The strong signal frequency varies from 125 to 1125 MHz. The amplitude of the
second signal varies from 0 to 35 dB down of the strong signal and the frequency varies
from 125 to 1125 MHz. At an initial constraint of the weak signal missing probability
less than 20% and the false alarm probability less than 1%, 10,000 simulation runs were
taken and each run generated two signals for simulation. It is found that the strong signal
is detected for all the simulations. The second signal has a miss probability of 8.44% and
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a false alarm probability of 0.68%. Hence the function of the dynamic kernel function
FFT and the peak detection algorithm is confirmed.

4.3 Wideband digital receiver design using Xilinx system generator for
DSP version 8.2.02
The proposed architecture of a wideband digital receiver is discussed in chapter
III. Each block of the proposed architecture is built using the blocks in Xilinx system
generator for DSP-8.2.02.

4.3.1 Demultiplexer.
The Fig.4.3 shows an implemented demultiplexer block connected to an output bit
of the ADC. Similarly, seven same demultiplexer blocks are connected to the remaining
seven output bits of the ADC. Eight samples of 8-bit digitized data are collected for
every sampling frequency of 320 MHz. Hence, 128 samples of 8-bit digitized data fed to
the FFT are collected for every 50 ns.
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Fig.4.3 The implemented demultiplexer block for one of the output ports of the ADC

4.3.2 Hamming window
The Hamming window is implemented as discussed in the previous chapter. The
Fig.4.4 shows the system generator implementation of Hamming window for one input to
the FFT. From the Fig.4.4 it is clear that only shifters and adders/subtractors are used in
the design of Hamming window.
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Fig.4.4 The system generator implementation of hamming window for one of the 128 sample
points

4.3.3 128-point dynamic kernel function FFT
The 128-point dynamic kernel function FFT is implemented similar to the Fig.3.15
The butterfly architecture for one of the blocks is shown in Fig. 4.5
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Fig.4.5 The system generator implementation of butterfly architecture

The 128-point dynamic kernel function including the window function has a high
SFDR. Fig. 4.6 shows the SFDR plot for varying input frequencies. The average SFDR of
all the points represented in the plot is 45.5 dB. This clearly shows that the performance
of the dynamic kernel function FFT is superior to the fixed point kernel function FFT.
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The frequency spectra of one, two-tone, three-tone and four-tone signal are shown in
Figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10, respectively
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Fig.4.6 One tone signal SFDR for 128-point Dynamic kernel function FFT
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Fig.4.7 The frequency spectrum for one-tone input signal

A one tone signal with a frequency of 620 MHz was given as the input signal to the FFT
along with the hamming window. Fig.4.7 shows the frequency response of the dynamic
kernel function FFT for a one-tone signal.

Two tone signals with a frequency of 620 MHz and 340 MHz was given as the
input signals to the FFT along with the hamming window .The 340 MHz signal was
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considered as the weak signal. The Fig.4.8 shows the frequency response of the FFT for a
two tone signal.

Fig.4.8 The frequency spectrum for two-tone input signal

The FFT was tested with various frequencies. The strong signal frequency was
set at a particular value and the second signal was varied from 40 to 1240 MHz, the
amplitude of the second signal was also varied to different values and was considered as
the weak signal. The average SFDR for a two-tone signal was found to be 39dB.
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Example of a three-tone signal with frequencies of 620, 340 and 880 MHz was
given. The 880 MHz signal was considered as the weak signal. and the frequency
response of the FFT is shown in Fig. 4.9.

Fig.4.9 The frequency spectrum for three-tone input signal

The FFT was tested with various frequencies of three-tone signal in which two
are strong signals and one is weak signal. The frequency of the weak signal varied from
40 to 1240 MHz and its amplitude was lowered to the strong signal. The average SFDR
for three-tone signal was found to be 28 dB.
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Example of a three-tone signal with frequencies of 620, 340, 880 and 200 MHz
was given. The 880 MHz signal was considered as the weak signal. The frequency
response of the FFT is shown in Fig. 4.10.

Fig.4.10 The frequency spectrum for four-tone input signal

The FFT was tested with various frequencies of four-tone signal in which three
are strong signals and one is weak signal. The frequency of the weak signal varied from
40 to 1240 MHz and its amplitude was lowered to the strong signal. The average SFDR
for three-tone signal was found to be 22 dB.
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4.3.4 Frequency selection Block.
The frequency selection block is implemented as explained in the previous
chapter. A matlab code for the peak detection block is written. This matlab code is
converted into a VHDL code using the M-code block in system generator.

Once the peaks are detected it was passed to the threshold detection block in
order to find if the peaks are above the set threshold value. The matlab code for the
threshold block is written. This matlab code is converted into a VHDL code using the Mcode block in system generator.

4.3.5 Pre-Phase Detection Block.
A VHDL code is written in order to implement the pre-phase detection block as
explained in chapter III. Based on the frequency detected by the frequency detected by
the frequency selection block, the corresponding R and I values are provided at the output
of the Pre-Phase Detection Block.
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4.3.6 Encoder Block
Two continuous waves at 340 MHz and 620MHz (Signal I and II) and two pulse waves
410 MHz and 460MHz (Signal III and IV) are given as the input signals to the receiver.
The simulation results are shown as follows:

Fig. 4.11 The system generator architecture for tracking signal I

The continuous signal of 340 MHz is detected by the detection and tracking
algorithm and it reports the signal as CW signal, the flag at the output port first_cw is set
as 1. The first_freq_cw_time gives the total time the CW signal was present, the port
shows a value of 4 hence it has lasted for 4*40us. The frequency of the detected CW
signal is given as 340 MHz at the output port first_freq_cw. Since the signal is not pulse
wave the flag at the output port first_pw is set as 0 and the first_pw_time remains as zero.
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Fig. 4.12 The system generator architecture for tracking signal II

The continuous signal of 620 MHz is detected by the detection and tracking
algorithm and it reports the signal as CW signal, the flag at the output port second_cw is
set as 1. The second_freq_cw_time gives the total time the CW signal was present, the
port shows a value of 4 hence it has lasted for 4*40us. The frequency of the detected CW
signal is given as 620 MHz at the output port second_freq_cw. Since the signal is not
pulse wave the flag at the output port second_pw is set as 0 and the second_pw_time
remains as zero.
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Fig. 4.13 The system generator architecture for tracking signal III

The 1st pulse wave signal of 410 MHz is detected by the detection and tracking
algorithm and it reports the signal as PW signal, the flag at the output port third_pw is set
as 1. The third_pw_time gives the pulse width of the signal. Since the signal is not a
continuous wave all the other output ports remain as zeros.
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Fig. 4.14 The system generator architecture for tracking signal IV

The 2nd pulse wave signal of 460 MHz is detected by the detection and
tracking algorithm and it reports the signal as PW signal, the flag at the output port
fourth_pw is set as 1. The fourth_pw_time gives the pulse width of the signal. Since the
signal is not continuous wave all the other output ports remain as zeros.

4.4 Xilinx ISE Synthesis result
The generated VHDL code of the proposed wideband digital receiver is added
to the Delphi ADC3255 design kit. The entire design kit along with the wideband digital
receiver is synthesized and the programming file needed to download on the FPGA board
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is generated using Xilinx ISE 8.2i. The device utilization summary is given in the Fig
.4.15

Fig. 4.15 The device utilization summary generated by Xilinx ISE 8.2i

The Delphi ADC3255 design kit utilizes 8% of the total occupied slices and 3 %
of LUT. Hence the entire digital wideband receiver occupies 67 % of the total slices, 41%
of LUT, and 3% of DSP48.
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4.5 Design Verification on FPGA board
The Programming file needed to download on the Virtex-4 FPGA is generated
using the Xilinx ISE. It is downloaded on the board using ChipScope Pro 8.2i. The input
signal and the clock to the ADC3255 are generated using two RF signal generators as
shown in Figs .4.16 and 4.17. The Fig 4.18 shows the Delphi ADC3255 board.

Fig.4.16.Input signal RF generator
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Fig.4.17.Clock signal RF generator

Fig.4.18. Delphi ADC 3255 board experiment setup
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The input signal is set at 620 MHz and the input clock is set at 2.56 GHz on the
respective RF signal generators. Fig.4.19 shows the ChipScope Pro 8.2i output
waveform. It is clear from the waveform that the signal is detected at 620 MHz and is
reported as a continuous wave.

Fig. 4.19 The ChipScope Pro 8.2i output waveform for input signal of 620 MHz.

The input signal is set at 340 MHz and the input clock is set at 2.56 GHz.
Fig.4.20 shows the ChipScope Pro 8.2i output waveform. It is clear from the waveform
that the signal is detected at 340 MHz and is reported as a continuous wave.
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Fig. 4.20 The ChipScope Pro 8.2i output waveform for input signal of 340 MHz.

Hence the digital wideband receiver is functionally verified on a Delphi
ADC3255.
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The algorithm and function of the proposed digital wideband receiver are
validated. The receiver has single, two-tone, and four-tone signals SFDR of 45.5 dB, 39
dB, and 22 dB, respectively. The bandwidth of the spectrum under interest in comparison
with [1-3] has an increase from 1 GHz to 1.20 GHz. In comparison with [1-3] which
performed with a SFDR of 5 dB, 18 dB, and 24 dB, the current design has a significant
improvement of SFDR for 39 dB. The performance of four-tone signal detection is
contributed by 128-point dynamic kernel function FFT with the Hamming window
function applied to the time-domain data. The receiver samples input data for every 50 ns
making it advantageous for real-time processing. For a 256-point FFT implementation
using the above methodology, the output throughput rate is at 100 ns versus throughput
rates of 4.827 to 5.119 μs of the Xilinx LogicCORETM 256-point IP FFTs. The
approximate number of slices occupied by the receiver design along with the Delphi
ADC XCVSX55 design kit is 75% out of 24,576 slices of Xilinx Virtex-4. The output of
the receiver is sampled for every 40 μs and determines if the detected signals are pulse or
continuous waves and reports their frequencies. The tracking algorithm can track the
continuous signal for up to 16.3 ms.

The proposed digital wideband receiver has an SFDR of 22 dB for four-tone input
signal. The next step would be to improve the performs for the receiver in order to
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increase the SFDR of four-tone signals. Therefore much weaker signals can be detected.
The frequency resolution of this receiver is 40 MHz when multiple signals are present at
the input, therefore new algorithm to detect signal close to the strong one is needed. The
dynamic kernel points can be further optimized based on the available hardware
resources that in turn will increase the SFDR of the receiver.
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